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eric keller freelance cg artist eric keller is a freelance 3d
artist living and working in hollywood california. he

creates animations for both the entertainment industry
and for life science researchers. his goal is to bring

feature film quality animations to the world of biological
visualization. he has created animations on a wide
variety of topics from human stem cell research to

nanotechnology, entomology, and evolutionary biology.
eric has written numerous books on cg software

including two editions of introducing zbrush. he has also
created tutorials for pixologic and teaches zbrush at the
gnomon school of visual effects in hollywood. eric will be

demonstrating how he takes advantage of the unique
tools of zbrush 4 to create models and animated effects

for an animation on cell biology research. using tools
such as zspheres, zsketching, surface noise and the

zbrush timeline eric was able to quickly create a realistic
animation of a macrophage cell undergoing apoptosis.
derek mohns i am a freelance concept artist and game

designer. my work has been featured in books like
"making games" and "gamemakers" magazines. i have
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worked on the video games "batman: arkham asylum",
"dmc devil may cry" and more. you can see more of my

work at my website derek mohns. derek will be
demonstrating how to create a character in zbrush using
a unique tool which allows you to create a character from

scratch. chris folkins i have always been a visual artist
and am an active part of the 3d community. as a part of
the 3d community i have run my own web site and have

been featured in magazines such as 3d artist and 3d
world. i have worked as a freelance concept artist and as

a concept artist at a large company for the past ten
years. i have had the opportunity to work on numerous
feature films as well as games. you can find out more
about my work at chris folkins. chris will be presenting

the basics of his work flow and will be answering
questions about how to create a character from scratch

in zbrush.
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j.c. williamson j. is a freelance illustrator and animator
working from his home studio in new england, usa. he

specializes in character design and animation, and his art
can be seen in many places including various game

projects, tv shows, and advertisements. his works can be
found on his website: www.jcwilliamson.com j. will be

demonstrating the zbrush motion features on a
silhouette and a face to show how it helps create

dynamic characters. valery & me valery and i are a
husband and wife team that specialize in high-end 3d

and 2d art. our work has been featured in various
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publications including the new york times and computer
arts magazine. we have worked together for two years

and have refined our workflow to what we feel is the best
balance between speed and quality. valery will

demonstrate how to sculpt a face using a simple brush
and the rough shape of the face. then we will compare
the results by importing into zbrush. we will discuss the
main differences between the two applications and how
they can be used to produce high quality results. billy
has been working in the industry for 11 years. he is
currently working at leavesden studios on the next

instalment of the harry potter series. when not creating
magical characters, he is still working on his own

projects. his freelance work has included work on lord of
the rings, wallace and gromit and several animated

series. billy will demonstrate how to sculpt a 3d
character using the excellent sculpting tools in zbrush.

8-bit ninja is a software application that lets you convert
8-bit images into files compatible with zbrush. this

includes png, tga, jpg, ico, dds, avi, hdp and gif. the
program converts 8-bit images into files compatible with

zbrush, so you can use them to create a zbrush mesh
and texture for further rendering in zbrush or add them

to a zbrush brush. 5ec8ef588b
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